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MEDIUM WEIGHT
PEVA SHOWER LINER
WITH POCKETS

Environmentally friendly PEVA

Liner size: 70" x 72" (178 cm x 183 cm)

Rust resistant metal grommets
Weighted hem

Odorless, PVC free

5 mesh pockets to store bathroom goods

Can be used facing inside shower
or outside

Holds up to 15 lbs



HOME

SUCTION CUP HOOKS - 3 PACK
Constructed of durable clear plastic

Small hooks: 2⅛" diameter

Packaged on header card

RAZOR HOLDER
Conveniently stores razor

Constructed of durable plastic

Packaged on header card

ORGANIZATIONAL
MESH BAGS

Easily organize all your personal care items

Hangs conveniently on shower liner hooks

Rust resistant metal grommets

Machine washable

BATHTUB DRAIN COVER
Constructed of stainless steel with silicone rim

Catches stray hair while still allowing water to drain

Silicone rim keeps cover securely in place

Rust-proof and mildew resistant



FOGLESS
SHOWER MIRROR
Constructed of a durable clear acrylic

Conveniently stores razor and/or toothbrush

Fog-free design

Stays in place with 4 suction cups

Mirror size: 6  x 6

Packaged on header card

HOME

SUCTION CUP CADDIES
Large baskets can hold all of your shower essentials

Keep your shower area neat and organized

Includes hook for razor or loofah storage

Constructed of durable plastic

SOAP DISH
Holds a bar of soap

Holes allow water to drain

Constructed of durable plastic

Packaged on a header card



OVER THE DOOR HOOK
Low profile design to fit over most
doors to provide instant storage on
the back of the door

hook for less damage & noise

Comes with plastic set of screws
to hold flush with the door

12 L x 6½ W x 2 D

OVER THE CABINET 
BOTTLE CADDY
Strudy steep construction

Creates extra space under your sink

Padded feet won’t scratch cabinet doors

Packaged in a wrap card

HOME

OVER THE TANK TOILET
PAPER HOLDER
Fits over the tank to create extra storage

Stores 1 roll of toilet paper

Easy to install no tools required

Durable rust resistant steel design

Packaged on header card

Oil Rubbed Bronze Polished Pewter


